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Abstract:Using backpropagation algorithm(BP) to train neural networks is a widely adopted 

practice in both theory and practical applications. But its distributed weight representation,that 
is the weight matrix of final network after training by using BP are usually not sparsified, and 

prohibits its use in the rule discovery of inherent functional relations between the input and out-
put data, so in this aspect some kinds of structure optimization are needed to improve its poor 
performance. In this paper with this in mind a new method to prune neural networks is pro-
posed based on some statistical quantities of neural networks. Comparing with the other known 
pruning methods such as structural learning with forgetting(SLF)1) and RPROP algorithm2), the 
proposed method can attain comparable or even better results over these methods without evi-
dent increase of the computational load. Detailed simulations using the Iris data sets exhibit our 
above assertion. 

Keywords: Prune,Neural networks,Statistical quantity, Backpropagation algorithm.

 1. Introduction 

 In neural network training, the most well-known 
online training method is the standard backpropa-

gation algorithm (BP) 3), which is a first-order 
stochastic descent method. Its advantage includes 
simple structure of algorithm and local computa-
tion. On the other hand these features often lead 

to small performance achievement . One main dis-
advantage is the appearance of distributed weight-
s representations on the hidden layers, which hin-
ders regularity and rule extraction, and makes the 
trained network very difficult to understand. Cur-
rent algorithms which are used to remedy this phe-
nomenon and enhance the convergence rate , can be 

roughly divided into three types. 
  1. Many modified schemes using some kinds of 

   approximation of the Hessian matrix of the er-
   ror function(second order information), have 

   been suggested in an attempt to speed up the 
   training process 4)5). The above algorithms on-

   ly try to reduce the bias error with the approx-
   imation error being fixed to be constant6) . 

  2. The more efficient approach is to try to re-
   duce the two components of the error simulta-

   neously through optimizing the network struc-
   ture to attain satisfactory solutions. Among 

   them there are structure learning with forget-
   ting algorithm1), OBD7 , and weight elimina-
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   tion method') etc. These methods often are 

   specially tailored and do not detect correlated 
elements4), which is one main disadvantange. 

   Another difficult point of using these methods 
   with the Hessian matrix is that one must guar-

   antee that the Hessian matrix must not degen-
   erate. Among these algorithms structure learn-

   ing with forgetting algorithm') is a typical al-

   gorithm. 
 3. The theory supported methods are based on 

   the use of the following evaluation criterion : 
   network information Criterion(NIC) 10) and 

   Vapnik-Chervonenkis(VC) dimension11) etc.. 
   Although they are supported by statistical the-

   ory and have the ability to detect the corre-
   lated information among nodes in theory, these 
   methods tend to put too much ideal prerequi-

   sites to make their applications in practice pos-
   sible or easy to be carried out , and the error 

   bounds they offer are given in the distribution-
   free, worst case analysis form , which are of-

   ten too large to be applicable practically except 
   their theoretical guidance. 

 Our proposed method roughly belongs to the sec-
ond type ,while using some ideas from statistics,and 

combining the respective advantages of the last 
two types. Also our algorithm is a general hybrid 
schema, in that one can use any BP-like learning 
algorithm which can replace the standard BP algo-
rithm, and the network can be of any form such as 
forward neural network(NN)etc.. In this paper we 

use the forward NN for explanation.



 The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In 

section 2 we introduce a new method to prune the 

network during the process of BP algorithm . The 

proposed pruning method is not constrained to BP 

and it can be used to the other learning algorithm. 

 In section 3 a short introduction to the SLF and 

RRPOP is made. In section 4 simulation results on 

Iris dada sets are given. The final section is conclu-

sion. 

 2. New pruning algorithm 

 The main disadvantage of training network by BP 

is that the final weight matrix of the resulting net-

work is often not sparse,and this property can de-

teriorate the generalization ability of networks. In 

simulation section there is a concrete example for 

this. The proposed new algorithm tries to prune the 

network with two simple statistical quantities dur-

ing the process of network learning which is easy to 

use and in this algorithm correlation among nodes 

during training are considered. This makes the pro-

posed new algorithm much more powerful than the 
other algorithms. 

  Before describing the proposed algorithm , we 

first introduce some notations which are needed in 

the following explanation. Suppose there are M 

sample pairs {WI:,  ( ) }µ 1. Also a three-layer feed-
forward NN with full connections between the con-

secutive layers is considered and no connection a-

mong the nodes in the same layer is supposed with-

out loss of generality. The notations are given be-

low. 

Notations: 

         input patterns ,k = 1, 2, K 

         corresponding output values , 

i=1,2,•••,I 

hF~input to hidden layer ,j = 1, 2, • • • , J 
        input to output layer ,i = 1, 2, • • , I 

at' output of hidden layer ,j = 1, 2, • • • , J 

W3 k weights for the arcs from the input 
        layer to the hidden layer 

W3k weights for the arcs from the hidden 
        layer to the output layer 

g3 athe j-th node 
        of the hidden layer 

•3 first derivatives of g(.) 
G, activation function for the j-th node 

        of the output layer 
        first derivatives of G(.) 

/(w, W) object function (error function) 

(w, W) individual error function

A graphical representation of the neural network is 

shown as Fig.1

Fig.1: General Backpropagation

The proposed method is described as follows: 
1. Define the following quantities : a and S which 

 will be used in the following step. The selection 
 of these two quantities determines the pruning 
 rate and pruning performance. If they are too 

 large, no pruning or small pruning is effected, 

 on the other hand if they are too small , the 

 pruning time may be long. 
2. Choose the pattern(p),randomly initialize the 

 weights of the network; 
3. Compute hi; for all j = 1, • • • , J; 
4. Compute Hµ for all i = 1, • • • , I; 
5. Update the weights for the arcs from hidden 

 to output layer by 

Wne=Wola+—G((Hx 
w qrr177[(-q(q)] 

Gq(Hq)gr(h4,L.)(1) 
for q = 1, • • • , I and r = 1, • • • , J; 

6. Update the weights for the arcs from input to 

 hidden layer by 

wstw = w°td + 77 GZ(Hµ)] x 
i=1 

Gi(HZ) x Wolags(hs) (2) 
for s = 1, • • • , J and t = 1, • • • , K; 

7. Compute the following quantities for each hid-
 den unit {j = 1, 2, ... , J} at predefined itera-

 tion steps: {t2}711. 

    new~xnew                 k=1 w~k  Meanj ,in=(3) 

   Varnew=Ekx=1(w3w— Mean~en)24  ~,lnK(4) 
                         new 

        — Meannew—~z=1W2~(5)        j ,outI 

   Varnew —Z-1(Wnew — Mean~ ot) 2 6 ~,ont—I3(6) 

Meanjn t tal = K+-----1M ean~;n



       K  +----IMeanut(7) 
  V arettai= KI+-----IVareen+ 

        new() 
      K+-----IVar3,out8 

8. Compare the following pair quantity: 

 {Mean,t tai,Varettai}with the last corre-
 sponding quantity: {Meanitdotai,V are a tai } for 

 each hidden unit { j = 1, 2, ... , J}, then only 
 the following cases will appear: 

   • Mean t tai — Mean1 otai< a and 
I V are t tai — V are totai I < 6 . In this case 

     there are two cases which should be dis-
     criminated; 

      (a) If the error between the calculated 
        value and the true value is very small, 

        we can fix the only related weights, 
        not letting these weights to be trained 

        in the following steps; 

      (b) If the error between the calculated 
        value and the true value is not very 

small , then we will add random values 
        only to these weights . This method 

        can be termed a local version of the 
        widely used restart methods in that we 
        do change only part of the weights in-
        stead of all the weights in the network. 

  • I Mean ctai — Meani otai I < a and 
    V aret tai— V areiotai> 6 . In this case 

     we can think there is no evident change in 

    the mean value of weights while evident 

     increase exists between the variance of 

     weights. This also means one can delete 

    some small weights which are of little ef-

     fects on the representative of neural net-

     works. This is very useful for attaining 

     sparse representation of neural networks; 

  • I Mean tt ai — Meani otai I < a and 
     Var3total— V arjltotai< —6. In this case 

    we can think that there is no evident 

    change in the mean value of weights while 

     evident decrease exists between the vari-

     ance of the weights. In this case, to spar-

    sify the network , we try to increase the 

    learning rate by adding a random value to 

    the current learning rate to change the re-

    lated weights . 

  • Meant tai— Meanlotai> a 
    and Warareettai— Varei otaiI< S. In this 

    case we can think these weights are being 

    trained,no pruning is needed at this time; 

  • Meanttai— Meanlotai> a

      and V aret tai— V aretotal> 6 . This is an 
       ideal case and the structure of the network 

       is becoming compact ; 

     • Mean t t ai— Meanidtai> a 
      and Var~tt ai— Var~totai< —6 .In this 

       case a new random value is added to the 

       current learning rate to change the related 

       weights; 

     • Meant t ai— Mean°iatai< —a and                                           7, 

IV are et tai — V aretotai< S. In this case 
       the mean value of weights are decreasing 

       while its variance remains unchanged ap-

       proximately, that is to say, although these 
       weights are almost simultaneously decreas-

       ing, some weights are still needed to be 

       trained to get a good final solution. There-

       fore after some steps only some of these 

      weights will be deleted; 

     • Meant t ai— Meanittai< —a and 
       V areetai— Vareiotai> S. This is an ac- 

       ceptable case , after certain steps, some 
       weights connecting to this node may be 

       deleted without affecting on the represen-
       tation of network. This is just the pruning; 
    • Meantotai— Meanl< —a and 

           Jtotai 

      V aret tai— Var~1otai< —6. This phe- 
       nomenon tells that these weights are all si-

       multaneously degenerating . They may be 

       deleted at a future appropriate step. This 

       case may result in the deletion of node, be-

       cause the weights connecting to this node 

       are simultaneously decreasing to zero. 

Note that in the above algorithm although we use 

the pair quantities { Meantotai,V are ttai } , you 
can also use the pair quantity {Meani,iT17Var,,11,} 
and {Meani ,out,Vari,out} serially or use only one 
pair of them. 

 3. Related algorithms 
 The algorithms listed in this section will be used 

to make comparison with our proposed algorithm. 

 3.1 structural learning with forget-
    ting(SLF) 

 This algorithm is proposed by Ishikawa' ,it is a 
simple yet effective learning method ,which has the 
following significant advantages as claimed: 

 1. SLF can discover regularities or extract rules 
   from data without initial theories and process-

   ing;



 2. Learning with trial and error for finding an 

   appropriate network structure is  no longer nec-

   essary because a skeletal network emerges; 

 3. SLF has good generalization ability due to the 

   simplicity of the resulting network structure; 

 4. SLF has a simple criterion function and learn-

   ing rule. Therefore it means only small extra 

   computational cost; 

 5. SLF can determine the relative weight of a 

   penalty term in cooperation with NIC etc.; 
 6. SLF can be extended to the learning of recur-

    rent networks. 

 In our above notations ,structural learning with 

forgetting can be summarized as composing of the 

following steps: 

 1. Apply the learning with forgetting to obtain a 

   rough skeleton network structure. In this step 

   the criterion function used is 

J K 

     Ff = E 0(w, W) + E x E(~ 
      k=1i=1 k=1 

E IWid) (9) 
=1 
   where €is a relative weight. The weight 

   changes(same for Wk) are given as follows: 

OF O
Wik = —7) X ----- ti

wik 

    =x__7)a~(w~ W) + E x sgn(wik) (10) 
                OWik 

   where € is the learning rate. 

 2. Apply the learning with hidden units clarifi-

   cation to dissipate distributed representations. 

   This is skipped when the target outputs are not 

   binary. In this step the criterion function is 

Fh = Ff + c x E min{1 — hi, hi} (11) 
.1=1 

   where hi is the output of hidden unit j satis-
   fying hj E [0, 1] and c is the relative weight of 

    the penalty term. 

  3. Apply both the learning with selective forget-
   ting and hidden units clarification to get better 
    learning performance in terms of mean square 
    error. In this step the following criterion is used 

Fs=E0(w,W)+E' x ( E 12,VikH+ 
k=1wik<6 

E(12) 
I W;, k I <e 

    where 0 is a threshold.

 3.2 RPROP algorithm 

  This algorithm is proposed by Riedmiller et. al.2), 

after the extensive experiments using typical data 

sets Moreira and Fiesler5) concluded that RPROP 

algorithm has the average good performance with 

lowest computational complexity among some neu-

ral network algorithms with adaptive learning rate 

and momentum terms. In fact this is not an adap-

tive learning rate method. Referring to the learning 

rate adaptation techniques in general , the authors 

state that as the weight update value is composed 

both of the adapted learning rate and the value of 

the derivative , the effect of the former can be in 

some cases be disturbed by the unforeseeable val-

ues of the latter, making the recently performed 

learning adaptation useless. Therefore they pro-

posed RPROP algorithm using a technique that al-

though based on the sign of the local gradient in 

consecutive iterations ,differs considerably from all 

the other adaptation techniques and even from the 

standard BP algorithm, since the weight updates is 

done directly without using the derivative nor the 

learning rate.That means that at each iteration a 

certain quantity Awik is added to each weight. The 

concrete updating formulae is: 

                         newold
\           1.2 x Ow~ifawnew x awold/ zki0                            ~ 

 neWaY,/',newaod Owik= 0.5 x Ow~kifawnewxawold0 
                ak, 

Ow°dotherwise 

further 

          wold+Q,,,newif a~new0      jkikaw . 
                                             ,,,w   WZk=wy—Awikwifawnew0 

                                                              xk 

      w°dotherwise 

Awik = 0 is the proposed initialization. More detail 

please refer to 2). 

  4. Simulation results 

  The two algorithms introduced in section 3 will 

be used to make comparison with the proposed al-

 gorithm. 
  The classification of Iris data problem is a well 
known data classification problem') with continuous 

 inputs and binary outputs. Irises are classified in-
 to three categories: setosa, versicolor and virginica. 

 Each category has 50 samples. Each sample pos-
 sesses 4 attributes : sepal length, sepal width,petal 

 width and petal length. The characteristics of this 
 data samples are that one of the 3 classes is well 
 separated from the other two, which are not easi-



ly separable due to the overlapping of their convex 
hulls. 
  A network structure used here is a three-layer  net-

work : an input layer with 4 unit, hidden layer with 
4 units and an output layer with 3 units. A subset 
of data is randomly chosen for training, and data 
are normalized before training. The generalization 
ability of the resulting network is evaluated by the 
percentage of classification errors on the average of 5 
trials on the testing data. The assignment of input 
vectors to classes was based on a winner-takes-all 
strategy. 
 First we illustrate the disadvantage of distribut-

ed weight representation by BP learning through 
classification of Iris data problem. The weight dis-
tribution of one of the resulting network is shown in 
Fig.2. In Fig.2 the upper part is the bar represen-
tation of weight matrix 3 x 4 from the output to the 
hidden layer, the lower part is the representation of 
weight matrix 4 x 4 from the hidden to the input 
layer. In this case the RPROP uses almost all of 
the units and connections. The simulation results 
are summarized in Table 1 , Table 2(with 4 hi-
den units), Table 3 and Table 4(with 10 hidden 
units), Table 5 and Table 6(with 15 hidden units). 
The parameters in SLF and RPROP are taken from 
1)2) respectively. The parameters needed in the pro-
posed algorithm are set as follows: a = 0.07,6 = 
0.005 , {ti } °° 1 = 1100, 200, 300, ... } and the added 
random values in the proposed algorithm are pro-
duced by the uniform distribution on the interval 
[-0.07, 0.07]. 
When we set the No. of hidden units to 10 and 15, 
the following common phenomenon appears. 

 • From Table 1 ,Table 3 and Table 5, we can 
   see when the No. of training samples is relative-

   ly small or large, the generalization capability 
   of these 3 algorithms is almost the same. For 

   the rest of data SLF and our algorithm always 
   outperform the RPROP,in terms of not only the 

   generalization ability but also the compactness 
   of network. The latter point is clear from Ta-

   ble 2 , Table 4 and Table 6. 
   For a specific task like this example there is 

   a critical interval in terms of No. of training 
   samples(if we fix the network structure and al-

   low the training time sufficient long). For our 
   example this domain consists of No. of train-

   ing samples E [9,90] for 3-layer network with 
   4 hidden units. Just in this critical domain we 

   can differentiate the efficiency and efficacy of 
   differerent algorithms. Outside this interval,

   the resulting network trained by different al-

   gorithms tend to behave similarly, either poor 
   in representation capability or rich in represen-

   tation capability, which gives little room for the 

   improvement of design of the algorithm. A sim-

   ilar phenomenon is also found in 1>,but is not 

    expressed so clear as here. 

 • In the above critical interval the proposed al-

   gorithm is better in terms of generalization and 
   the weight matrix of hidden units is niuch more 

   sparse than RPROP and approximately equal 

   to SLF in the mean sense. This is easily under-

   stood because SLF is much more refined and 
   complicated algorithm ,while the proposed al-

   gorithm is just as simple as RPROP, and is easy 
   to understand and use. 

 • From Table 2 ,Table 4 and Table 6 we can 

   see that for the same problem, the final weight 

   matrix of the network trained by using the pro-

   posed algorithm and SLF becomes always much 
   more sparse, with almost better generalization 

   ability than that trained by RPROP . This is 

   clear from the corresponding terms in Table 

   1,Table 3 and Table 5. 

 5. Conclusions 

 The advantages of the new proposed method lies 

in that (1)our method does not use the second-order 
derivatives to make pruning like other widely used 
pruning methods ,such as OBD 7), and the prob-
lems of OBD-like methods are that the Hessian ma-
trix may degenerate. This will make the OBD-like 
methods invalid and a large storage is needed in 
implementation or need other numerical method to 
cope with this problem ; (2) The interrelation a-
mong related nodes can be easily considered and 
easily incorporated into the proposed pruning algo-
rithm with the statistical methods. In this paper 
we used only first order correlation information of 
weight matrix. If the high order correlation infor-
mation is used we can obtain much more efficient 
pruning algorithm; (3)From simulation we can eas-
ily see the network trained by using the proposed 
method is niore sparsely distributed than the oth-
er methods. This is especially evident when com-

pared with the BP algorithm. This point is especial-
ly useful for extracting the fundamental properties 
or rules from the data sets. 

 In the end of paper4>,Reed suggests that: "A com-
pensating advantages of the penalty-term methods 
is that training and pruning are effectively done in 
parallel so the network can adapt to minimize errors



introduced by pruning." We think this conclusion 

is also true for all pruning methods. The new pro-

posed method is developped to make the pruning 
during the traning process. The simulation partly 

proved  Reed's assertion. 
 One disadvantages of the proposed method is that 

the attained network is not a robust or fault toler-

ant network. We think the fault tolerant property 

and rule extraction are completely different in that 

this two aims can not be attained simultaneously. 

 The proposed algorithm is a general schema, in 

that it can be incorporated into other kinds of NNs 

and other kinds of learning algorithms. 
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Table 1: Generalization ability in the classifi-
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classification of IRIS data with 4 hidden num-

bers
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